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Background

• New service offerings and new ways of 
managing the system require new price 
signals

• Traditional metering infrastructure not up to 
the task



What drives change?



Policy



Technology



Types of Rate Designs 
(Consumption)

Rate Designs



“[A] single rate design may not meet all rate 
design principles and policy goals. Indeed, 
many of the goals and principles conflict with 
one another, and it is the job of the regulator to 
weigh these principles and goals and approve 
a rate design that best reflects the public 
interest as the regulator sees it.”

NARUC Manual on Distributed 
Energy Resources Rate Design and 

Compensation (2016)
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Time of Use

• Price for electric service varies based on a pre-
determined schedule of peak and off-peak 
periods and peak and off-peak prices.

• Usually two or three types of periods (there may 
be a “shoulder period”)

• Has been available in many jurisdictions as far 
back as the 1980s. Recently has been used to 
encourage optimal charging of EVs.

• California PUC has directed PG&E, SDG&E, and 
SCE to introduce default TOU rates in 2019.



Real-time pricing (for supply)

• Based on the price of energy in the wholesale 
market (where utilities buy energy in a 
wholesale market) or short-run marginal 
generation costs (where utilities are vertically 
integrated)

• Available to residential customers in Illinois 
(ComEd and Ameren)



Critical Peak Pricing

• Extra-high prices to be deployed for several 
hours during times of expected shortages or 
anticipated high-usage days.

• Applicable hours usually announced the day 
before.

• Sacramento Municipal Utility District piloted in 
combination with TOU in 2012 and 2013.

• A variation: “Critical Peak Rebates” (e.g. 
Baltimore Gas and Electric)



3-part rates/demand charges

• Demand charges are available to residential 
customers in 50 utility service territories in 21 states 
(Source: The Brattle Group, January 2018)

• Whereas traditional “flat rates” have 2 components –
a fixed customer charge and a volumetric (per kWh) 
usage charge  – “3-part rates” have three 
components.

– Fixed monthly charge for customer-related costs

– Demand charge (per kW) for delivery service

– Volumetric charge (per kWh) for variable costs of energy

• Examples: Arizona Public Service, Oklahoma Gas & 
Electric



Research



“The lack of more widespread experience with 
certain types of DER, and the shortage of 
available data at this point in time, means that 
we have barely scratched the surface of what 
this future could look like.”

NARUC Manual on Distributed 
Energy Resources Rate Design and 

Compensation (2016)



Time of Use Pricing



Real-Time Pricing

Source: New York Independent System Operator (NYISO)

http://www.nyiso.com/public/markets_operations/market_data/graphs/index.jsp


Demand charges



In New York…



Con Edison AMI Rate Design Pilot



Value of DER

Proposal Comments

JU TOU Demand As filed

Staff TOU Volumetric Based on JU demand rate 

proposals

JU 2 Demand As filed

Clean Energy Parties (“CEP”) TOU Modified by Staff

Sensitivity: Staff TOU Volumetric With reduced customer charge

Sensitivity: CEP TOU With reduced customer charge

Selected rate design proposals
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